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REACT
Your 24/7 instant site
notification system
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Protect your people, property and assets with REACT

Ramtech REACT is a cloud-based platform that delivers 24/7 monitoring of your site, providing accurate and real-time information about incidents on
site to the individuals that need to know.

Ramtech Electronics have developed REACT to assist the likes of senior 
managers, project owners and safety teams in the challenge of protecting 
vital parts of their projects such as personnel, assets, equipment and 
properties.

REACT has been created as a user-friendly cloud-based solution with a focus 
on ergonomics. Management of sites, users and more is done via the browser-
based admin portal, with incidents raised via the REACT app (available on 
Android and IoS). REACT is designed to work with Ramtech’s WES or WiSE 
platforms, or it can operate as a standalone system.

The REACT cloud portal allows administrators to add all required information
to get the most out of REACT, from groups of users to locating devices onto 
pre-loaded site maps using a simple ‘pin drop’ feature. You can specify who 
receives specific alerts, with additional benefits of geofencing and optional 
time-restriction features.

The REACT app is available to admin users and personnel. This is used to 
create alerts, ranging from Fire alerts to Water Damage, Hazard warnings 
to the Lone Worker feature - the latter being ideal for keeping the safety of 
individuals who commonly work alone in check. Information from the app, 
including the ability to add photographs in real-time, is then sent via SMS, 
Mobile and Email options to those who need to know.

REACT app for smartphones and tablets REACT browser-based management





The REACT system
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Two-way communications mean alert response
is required and recorded for accountability.

Accurate, specific and personalised notifications 
delivered to all the people that need it in real-time.

Alert notifications can have customised receivers,
no matter where in the world they are.

Alerts and branding easily customised to match
your needs.

REACT can connect to a Ramtech WES network, a 
Ramtech WiSE network, both, or neither – plus is can
work very effectively as a standalone system.

Our experts will work with you to make sure you fully 
understand the system. We provide dedicated ‘How 
To’ videos, additional online support such as Live 
Demonstrations and a customer support helpline, where
you can speak directly to our product experts.

Full support

Accountability

Instant notifications

Customised receivers

Connect to your systems

Bespoke to your requirements

REACT’s key benefits

Alert is raised from
site via the REACT
app

Notification sent via the cloud
to specified receivers

Receivers then respond as necessary,
calling in emergency services if required





Tel:+971 50 200 4717 
Email: sales.mideast@libertyhg.com 
Web: https://libertyfiresafety.com

For more information, contact:

mailto:sales.mideast@libertyhg.com

